Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, due to the randomness of the data generation, measurement inaccuracies and the incompletion of data collection, uncertain data is widespread in many applications, such as Internet Application, Global Position System and Sensor Network. The uncertain data also appears in data streams, which is called uncertain data streams. Therefore, clustering algorithm on uncertain data streams has been becoming a hot topic.
There are some existing algorithms for clustering data streams with deterministic data streams whose each tuple is deterministic. Aggarwal et al. proposed a framework for clustering evolving data streams CluStream [1] , the clustering process is composed of online component and offline component. The online component periodically stores summary information by the pyramidal time window, while the offline component analyzes the data streams over different horizons by summary information which is stored in online component. DenStream [2] is an extension of DBSCAN, based on the damped window model, which is capable of discovering clusters with arbitrary shape and emphasizes on inspecting noise points. D-Stream [3] is a density and grid based algorithm, using the density of grid structure. It can find clusters of arbitrary shape and handle noise points. HDenStream [4] was proposed for clustering data stream with heterogeneous features and is also a density-based algorithm, which is capable of obtaining arbitrary shape clustering and handling outliers. Ren et al. proposed a grid density and index tree PKs-tree based algorithm PKS-Stream [5] , which improves the efficiency of storage and indexing.
The existing deterministic data streams clustering algorithms do not take the uncertainties into account in data streams, so they can not be directly applied to the clustering data streams with uncertainty. In order to cluster uncertain data streams, UMicro [6] was proposed, which defines uncertain micro-cluster feature to store the summary information. In the process of clustering, distancebased similarity is selected as the measure standard. Again, LuMicro [7] is presented by improving UMicro algorithm. LuMicro adds the tuple uncertainty-based similarity measure on the basis of distance-based similarity. PMicro [8] also uses the uncertainty information besides the distance metric. UPStream [9] is a clustering algorithm for uncertain data streams based on projection space to solve the "dimension disaster" of the high dimensional data clustering. Since the above algorithms can not obtain clusters of arbitrary shape, Huang et al. proposed GD-CUStreams [10] , which adopts online and offline two-phases clustering framework and defines the uncertainty grid clustering feature(UGCF) to store the summary information of recent uncertain data streams. When clustering request arrives, the algorithm outputs the clustering result consisted of the normal and transition grid. However, the above density and grid-based algorithms that used the fixed meshing method have the disadvantage of low clustering accuracy and they can not handle the problem of boundary points better.
In order to improve the accuracy of clustering uncertain data streams, this paper proposes adjustable probability density grid-based clustering algorithm, the definition of Probability Density Grid Clustering Feature is defined to store the summary information of uncertain data streams. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the influence of outdated data on clustering results, this paper introduces the decay factor, and the accuracy of clustering can be enhanced by adopting adjustable probability density grid structure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the basic concepts and related symbols. The algorithm and the analysis of the algorithm are proposed in section 3. Section 4 consists of the experimental results and the experimental analysis of APDG-CUStream. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.
Problem definitions
Assume that a uncertain data stream consists of a set of d-dimensional uncertain tuples, denoted by
tuples, i X is the value of the i th uncertain tuple, i p is the probability of the i th tuple, i t is the arrival time of the i th tuple,
, if each dimension of data space j S is divided into same intervals, then the grid units which consist of all the intervals on all dimensions form a gird structure G of S. We set the partitioning number to k, for any dimension
, assume that the intervals of j S are divided into
, then this intervals can be labeled by [1, k] , which means for any
Therefore, any grid units of a d-dimensional data space can be uniquely labeled by integer sequence between 1 and k. For any
, where the interval label of r j S , is j l .
Definition 2.1. (Probability Density Grid Clustering Feature): Given a d-dimensional data space S and a probability density grid structure PG, the probability density grid clustering feature of a probability density grid unit g is
Where, id= ) , , ,
 is the labels of g, which is given by the integer sequence (assume that the partitioning number is k,
maintains the sum of all uncertain tuples expectation value for each dimension in g at time t, the value of the m-th entry is
is the number of the uncertain tuples contained in g;
is the sum of probability for uncertain tuples contained in g; PDen(g,t) is the probability density of g; ) (
is the probability centre of this probability density grid g; t l is Adjustable Probability Density Grid-Based Clustering for Uncertain Data Streams Wuzhou Dong, Lijuan Chen, Haitao He, Jiadong Ren, Mingyue Li the last time when grid g is updated; Type is used to identify the type of the corresponding probability density grid unit g. Definition 2.2. (Grid Probability Density): For a probability density grid unit g, at a given time t, let ) , ( t g E be the set of the uncertain tuples that are map to g at or before time t, its probability density is denoted by
is the sum of probability density for uncertain tuples contained in g;
is the time decay factor of uncertain tuple X.
In definition 2.2, we use ) , (
to describe the probability of uncertain tuples belonging to this grid at time stamp t. Time decay factor reflects the change of the probability density of probability density grid with time so that outdated grid and recent grid can be distinguished. Thereby, the influence produced by the outdated record can be reduced. The probability density of any probability density grid is constantly changing. However, we have found that it is unnecessary to update the probability density values of all probability density grids at every time stamp. Instead, it is possible to update the probability density of a probability density grid only when a new uncertain tuple is mapped to that probability density grid. For each probability density grid, the time when it receives the last uncertain tuple should be recorded so that the probability density of the probability density grid can be updated according to the following result when a new uncertain tuple arrives at the probability density grid. Theorem 1. Suppose a grid g receives a new uncertain tuple ) , , ( n n n t p X at time t n and the time when probability density grid g receives the last uncertain tuple is t l (t n >t l ), then the probability density of g can be updated as follows:
be the set of all uncertain tuples in probability density grid g at time t l , we have:
The type of the probability density grid unit g can be judged according to probability density measure threshold PDen max and PDen min : (1) if and only if PDen(g,t)≥PDen max , then g is dense grid; (2) if and only if PDen(g,t)≤PDen min , then g is sparse grid; (3) if and only if PDen min <PDen(g,t)<PDen max , then g is medium probability density grid, where
the length of the grid interval, C max and C min are set to control the boundary of the dense degree
of the probability density grid unit,
is average value of the probability of all probability density grid units.
Adjustable Probability Density Grid-based Clustering for Uncertain Data Streams
APDG-CUStream algorithm uses a two-tier framework, which has online component and offline component. For an uncertain data stream, at each time step, the online component of APDG-CUStream continuously reads a new uncertain tuple, maps the multi-dimensional uncertain tuple into a corresponding probability density grid in the multi-dimensional data space, and updates the probability density grid clustering feature of the probability density grid. The offline component calls Init_clustering(g_list), which dynamically adjusts the sparse probability density grid every time interval t  . Then the Init_clustering(g_list) algorithm generates the Init_clustering results. If the user's clustering requests arrived, the final clustering results will be obtained finally. The user's requirements for analyzing uncertain data streams can be satisfied by adopting online component and offline component, which can dynamically and fast deal with uncertain data streams.
Algorithm3.1: APDG-CUStream Input: Uncertain data streams, C max , C min , len, t  Output: clustering results (1) t  =0; (2) initialize an empty linked list g_list; (3) while uncertain data streams is active do
at current time t from UDS; (5) map the records into the corresponding probability density grid g(X i ); (6) if(g not in g_list) insert g to g_list; (7) update the corresponding PDGCF of probability density grid g(X i ); (8) label the type of g(X i ): dense, sparse, medium probability density; (9) if ( t  ==t gap ) then (10) call Init_clustering(g_list); (11) end if (12) if (clustering request arrived) then (13) for all grids in g_list (14) find all the neighboring probability density grids connected with g(X i ); (15) merge all these neighboring probability density grids connected with g(X i ) to be a cluster; (16) end for (17) end if (18) output the clustering results; (19) end while In line 1-8, a new uncertain records is continuously read in order and mapped to the corresponding probability density grid unit g(X i ) according to tuple's attribute value; if the probability density grid unit g(X i ) is not included in the linked list g_list, it will be inserted, and the corresponding Probability Density Grid Clustering Feature(PDGCF) of this probability density grid unit g(X i ) will be updated, then we label the type of g(X i ): dense, sparse, medium probability density according to the threshold of probability density. In the offline component, in line 9-18 APDG-CUStream calls Init_clustering algorithm at specified time interval t  , and Init_clustering algorithm adjusts sparse probability density grid unit g(X i ) in g_list and then updates the PDGCF of probability density grid unit g(X i ) in this data space S. If the users' clustering request arrived, APDG-CUStream finds all the neighboring probability density grids connected with g(X i ) according to the depth first traversing algorithm for all grids in g_list, and then algorithm merges all these neighboring probability density grids connected with g(X i ) to be a cluster. Finally APDG-CUStream returns the clustering results. However, time interval t gap must be set properly, if t gap is too lager， it can not observe the dynamically changes and the sparse grid also can not be discovered. By contrast, if t gap is too small, the computation will increase and the efficiency Adjustable Probability Density Grid-Based Clustering for Uncertain Data Streams Wuzhou Dong, Lijuan Chen, Haitao He, Jiadong Ren, Mingyue Li will also decline. Therefore, we set the time interval by the method proposed in [3] , and the definition of the neighboring grids also is similar in [3] .
In the process of APDG-CUStream implementation, we can make use of the time stamp t l in PDGCF and combine the current time stamp to distinguish the outdated probability density grid and the recent grid. Consequently, the influence that is produced due to the outdated probability density grid will be eliminated in the process of clustering.
Init_clustering(g_list) algorithm adjusts the sparse probability density grids, so that the uncertain tuples can be evenly distributed as possible, it adjusts the original sparse probability density grids to the dense region, finally the uncertain tuples belonging to the same cluster can be closer to each other and the clustering results also can be more accurate. Firstly, we calculate the probability centre C p of the sparse probability density grid, and then we adjust this original sparse probability density grid using C p as the new centre to generate a new probability density grid. Then we obtain the Init_clustering results by adjusting all probability density grids in g_list.
Algorithm3.2: Init_clustering(g_list) Input: g_list, len Output: Init_clustering results (1) for all grids in g_list (2) if (PDen(g,t)≤PDen min ) then (3) {calculate the C p of the sparse probability density grid g; (4) generate a new max-subgrid g 1 within g using C p as the centre with the min_distance between C p and the each dimension of g; (5) calculate the PDen(g 1 ,t) of the max-subgrid g 1 ; (6) if (max-subgrid g 1 is dense) (7) {calculate the vertical distance between C p and the edge of the each neighboring probability density grid; (8) merge max-subgrid g 1 to the nearest neighboring probability density grid;} (9) else if (max-subgrid g 1 is sparse) (10) {adjust the original sparse probability density grid g by redraw a new probability density grid g' using C p as a new centre, and insert g' to g_list; (11) calculate the corresponding probability density of the new probability density grid g';} (12) } (13) end for (14) for all grids in g_list (15) update the corresponding PDGCF of all grid g or g' in g_list; (16) if(PDen(g or g',t)≥PDen max ) then (17) find all dense or medium neighboring probability density grids connected with g or g'; (18) merge all these dense or medium neighboring probability density grids connected with g or g' to be a cluster; (19) end if (20) returns Init_clustering results; (21) end for In line 1-13, for all grids in g_list, if PDen(g,t)≤PDen min , then we calculate the C p of the sparse probability density grid g, and generate a new max-subgrid g 1 within g using C p as the centre with the min_distance between C p and the each dimension of g, and calculate the PDen(g 1 ,t) of the max-subgrid g 1 , if max-subgrid g 1 is dense, then we calculate the vertical distance between C p and the edge of the each neighboring probability density grid, and merge max-subgrid g 1 to the nearest neighboring probability density grid. Otherwise, if max-subgrid g 1 is sparse, then we adjust the original sparse grid g by redraw a new probability density grid g' using C p as a new centre, and calculate the corresponding probability density of the new probability density grid g' by only scanning the uncertain tuples contained the neighboring probability density grid units of this new grid unit g' rather than needing to scan the whole uncertain data streams data set. Algorithm generates a new probability density grid unit after adjusting a sparse probability density grid unit, and we can calculate the corresponding statistic and probability density of this new probability density grid unit by checking the neighboring probability density grids of the new probability density grid unit, not by scanning the whole uncertain data streams. In line 14-21, for all grids in g_list, we update the corresponding PDGCF of all grid g or g' in g_list; if PDen(g or g',t)≥PDen max ), we find all dense or medium neighboring probability density grids connected with g or g' according to the depth first traversing algorithm, and then merge all these dense or medium neighboring probability density grids connected with g or g' to be a cluster. Finally Init_clustering(g_list) returns Init_clustering results. In order to validate the clustering quality of APDG-CUStream on clustering uncertain data streams, the KDD-CUP-99 Network intrusion detection data set is chose as the original data set. The data set KDD-CUP-99 contains 494020 TCP connection records. In experiments, we only use 34 dimension numerical attributes for each record containing 41 dimension attributes. For performing our experiments in the environment of uncertain data streams, the uncertain probability information are assigned to each tuple in KDD-CUP-99 respectively, the probability for each tuple is derived from the Gaussian distribution function, meeting the condition ) , 0 (  N , so the uncertain data streams data set US-KDD-CUP-99 is generated. In the experiments below, we normalize all the attributes of the data set to [0, 1] . Each dimension is evenly partitioned into multiple segments, each with length len. Experimental parameters are as follows: C max =3.0, C min =0.8,  =0.998, len=0.04.
Experimental Evaluation
First, we test the clustering quality on US-KDD-CUP-99 data set. As shown in Figure 1 , we can see that the clustering purity of APDG-CUStream algorithm is higher than the clustering purity of DStream. This is because D-Stream can only be suitable for clustering deterministic data streams. However, when D-Stream is applied into the environment of uncertain data streams, some probability information of uncertain data streams is very easy to lose, which will lead to the lower clustering purity. Nevertheless, APDG-CUStream adopts the adjustable probability density grid, which not only can take the probability information of uncertain tuples into account but also can adjust the sparse probability density girds so that it can deal with the boundary points better. In addition, APDG-CUStream also uses time decay factor to reduce the influence of historical data for clustering results. So, the clustering purity of APDG-CUStream algorithm is higher than D-Stream.
We also test the changes of the clustering quality of APDG-CUStream on US-KDD-CUP-99 data set under different grid granularity. The clustering purity of clustering results at different time is shown in Figure 2 , and len indicates the size of each partitioned segment in the normalized dimensions. For example, when len=0.02, there are 50 segments in each dimension. As shown in Figure 2 , the clustering purity is higher when the value of len is equal to 0.04. When len is equal to 0.025, the uncertain tuples mapped into the probability density grid space become very sparse and the dense probability density grids become non-connected between each other, so that the smaller clusters are formed by only a few scattered dense probability density grids. Figure 2 show that the value of len has a great influence on clustering quality, if the value of len is too larger, the clustering quality can be reduced. By contrast, if the value of len is too small, the clusters that the user's needed can not be generated. So, the value of len must be set property.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm APDG-CUStream, Adjustable Probability Density Grid-based Clustering for Uncertain Data Streams, which is composed of two parts, online component and offline component. In online component the uncertain tuples from uncertain data streams are mapped into corresponding probability density grids, and the Probability Density Grid Clustering Feature(PDGCF) of each probability density grid units are updated, and then algorithm labels the type of grid units according to the threshold of the probability density contained the decay factor to reduce the influence of historical data for clustering results. Init_clustering algorithm is called at special time interval in offline component, it first adjusts sparse probability density grid unit and updates the clustering feature of all probability density grid units. For dense probability density grid, we find and merge all dense or medium neighboring probability density grids connected with this dense probability density grid, and then the Init_clustering results is obtained. If the user's clustering request arrived, we cluster over Init_clustering results. Finally APDG-CUStream outputs all grids with dense and medium probability density. The experimental results show that APDG-CUStream algorithm can accurately obtain the clustering results with arbitrary shapes and also get better clustering quality.
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